
GEORGE DEEVER GREY SUIT AND GREEN TIE (ALL MY SONS 2019)

Identifier 2019.150.10

Type costume

Description

1. Dark green tie with simple flower design pattern, no label or brand visible. Standard sized tie with small flower pattern made 
from white and orange thread. 53” L.

2. Cream cotton dress shirt made by Cego Custom Shirts Fifth Ave, NYC. Standard collared dress shirt off-white plastic buttons. 
Additional sewn in label inside has Hampton, F. 2 written on it. It measures 18” W x 31” L.

3. Dark grey stripped suit pants with single button (with additional interior button) and zipper closure. Pleated down the legs and 
cuffed at the bottom edge. Thin brown wide stripes throughout. There are two buttons each on both sides of the waist and the 
back of the waistband- for possible attachment of suspenders. The label sewn in the back has Hampton F. written on. No 
brand label. An interior side flap attached to the waistband reads CASA V(possibly U) 2. There is also a barcode ironed/glued 
on the back of the inside of the pants with the numbers: 73158192, and the numbers 37/29 handwritten in marker.

4. Matching suit jacket, dark grey striped with thin brown lines. Two button closure, with three smaller buttons on sleeves. 
Padded shoulders, grey silk lining on neck, sides and sleeve areas. Brand label reads Hamilton Cincinnati (possible tailoring 
company) and a separate tag that has the embroidered letters FJ (unable to find brand). Inside the interior pocket on right side 
has a third sewn in label reading Hampton F. Interior metal snaps are sewn all around rim of arm holes, one has a top snap 
attached, others do not, unclear what they were for. There are three applied pockets, two on the bottom and one on the left 
chest area. Construction of the jacket is odd, not Eric Winterling Inc. unlike many of the other costumes for the show. It 
measures 19” W x 33” L.

5. Allen Edmonds black leather classic brogue captoe oxford shoes, size 10.5.

Related staged production
All My Sons (2019)

Related Entities Hampton Fluker, Jane Greenwood
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